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Video class available from: https://bbc.in/2FQaNfi 

Language quiz 

Now let’s practise what you learned in the lesson! You need to change the 

verbs in the brackets so they fit in the gaps. For each one, decide if the 

present simple or the present continuous fits better. 

 

Here’s an example to help you:  

 

Ali ______ (drive) to work right now.  

Ali is driving to work right now. 

 

1. I______ (agree) with you.  

2. I am a teacher, but I ______ (work) from home during the Covid-19 

crisis. 

3. Antonio ______ (go) to a restaurant with his friends every Sunday.  

4. I’m sorry I can’t hear what you ______ (say) because everyone ______ 

(talk) so loudly.  

5. You can turn off the radio. I ______ (listen) to it. 

6. It ______ (take) me 30 minutes to get to work. How long ______ it 

______ (take) you? 

7. Ahmed and Maria have had an argument. They ______ (speak) to 

each other.   

8. Stephanie has just moved to Thailand from England. Everything 

______ (be) different and she ______ (try) to learn the language.  

 

Well done! Now you can check your answers at the bottom of the next 

page. 

 

 

https://bbc.in/2FQaNfi
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Speaking and writing practice 

Now practise writing and speaking with a friend. 

 

Write down the following sentences and then share and discuss them with 

a friend: 

 

a) Using the present simple, think of two activities you do frequently 

and are a normal part of your life. 

For example: I do yoga twice a week. I go to the cinema as much as I 

can. 

 

b) Using the present continuous, think of two activities that are either 

temporary or you are doing right now/in the middle of. 

For example: I’m working from home at the moment because of Covid 

19. I am reading a really good book! 

 

(Remember that we use the present continuous with action verbs not state 

verbs.) 

            

Answers to exercise on page 1 

1. I agree with you.  

2. I am a teacher, but I am/I’m working from home during the Covid-

19 crisis. 

3. Antonio goes to a restaurant with his friends every Sunday. 

4. I’m sorry, I can’t hear what you are/you’re saying because everyone 

is talking so loudly. 

5. You can turn off the radio. I am/I’m not listening to it. 

6. It takes me 30 minutes to get to work. How long does it take you?  

7. Ahmed and Maria have had an argument. They are not/aren’t 

speaking to each other.  

8. Stephanie has just moved to Thailand from England. Everything is 

different and she is/she’s trying to learn the language.  
 

 

 


